
AMERICAN LITERATURE
To Kill a Mockingbird,

Of Mice and Men

AN INTRODUCTION TO KS4
Diversity, Equality, Change.

GOTHIC FICTION
An Introduction to

19th Century Gothic
literature.

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

Final 
GCSE 
Exams

English Learning Journey

NON-FICTION WRITING
Persuasive speeches

19TH CENTURY NOVEL
A Christmas Carol

WRITINGSHAKESPEARE
Macbeth

GCSE SPOKEN
LANGUAGE

ENDORSEMENT

UNSEEN
POETRY

POWER & CONFLICT
POETRY

SHAKESPEARE
Macbeth 

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE 

THE SHAKESPEAREAN
PLAY

Romeo & Juliet

MEDIEVAL LITERATURE
Early Literature from

Bible to Chaucer.

UNSEEN POETRY
Poetry from other

cultures

EXPLORING NON-FICTION
THROUGH READING

& WRITING
Modern Dystopia

THE 19TH CENTURY NOVEL,
SEMINAL LITERATURE

Animal Farm

MODERN TEXTS
An Inspector Calls

19th CENTURY NOVEL
A Christmas Carol

POWER CONFLICT MODERN DRAMA
An Inspector Calls

THE MODERN NOVEL
My Sister Lives on
the Mantelpiece,

Once

Transition Unit: 
Changes - Consolidation

of KS2 reading & writing.

Welcome to English at
Sandhill View

Academy

Continued Language
question practice based 
on areas of weakness.

Interleaving Literature essay
practice of ALL texts linked
by theme.

CREATIVE WRITING
Making a Monster

CONFLICT POETRY
From Tennyson

to Armitage

THE MODERN PLAY
White Poppies

THE SHAKESPEAREAN
PLAY 

The Tempest

EXPLORING FICTION
THROUGH READING

& WRITING
Weather & setting.

Extended writing:
crafting a

monster & creating 
a narrative. 

Extract analysis
& essay writing.

Consolidation
of sentence
structures

& SPaG.

Analysis of a range of
‘monsters’ within

literature.

Analysis of a
range of

different poems
and poets

connected by
the theme
of conflict.

Essay 
writing
 skills.

Exploring the themes of
family, relationships
and conflict.

Context – the life,
times and works 

of William
Shakespeare.

Using
textual

reference.

Conventions of
a play.

Creative writing writing
poetry using a range

of devices.

Creative writing:
writing a scene
using a range

of devices.

Development of plot and
character with a focus 

on understanding.

Development
of plot

& character.

Essay writing
the crafting of

the Shakespearean 
villain.

Creating mood
& atmosphere
in writing.

Descriptive writing: 
Crafting to create

effects.
Analysis of
character

and setting
through

19th century
extracts.

Continued revision
and practice of
each question

Refining, extending and
consolidating all skills

using a variety of
challenging and engaging

fiction & non-fiction
extracts and images.

Research, revision of speech
writing skills, delivery
and assessment.

Individual presentations
to be completed
by students.

REVISION: full re-cap: meaning
and inference, analysis of
methods, comparison, how
to tackle questions.

Creative writing:
Using poetry as a
stimulus to write a 
description.

Continued essay
writing practice:

responding to the
whole play.

Continued essay writing
practice: responding to

the whole text.

Critical, in-depth
analysis of

key sections.

Responding to extracts
with a focus on
language analysis.

REVISION with
a focus on
recall and

understanding.

Responding to extracts
with a focus on
language analysis.

REVISION with
a focus on
recall and

understanding.

Critical, in-depth
analysis of
key scenes.

Planning & writing
poetry comparison

essays.

REVISION with
a focus on
recall and

understanding.

Critical, in-depth
analysis of
key poems.

Essay writing skills:
responding to an exam question 

and writing analytically.

Revision of plot, character
and theme with a focus
on recall and long term
memory.

Introduction to the
conflict POETRY
from the
anthology.

Making links
and comparisons

Analysis of poetry
in the Gothic

tradition.

In-depth analysis of
language, structure

and authorial 
intent in extracts.

Context – exploration
of the Gothic

tradition & influence
on modern media.

In depth study of
authorial intent
through short

stories.

Development of
plot, character 

and theme

Social and
historical
context

Essay writing skills. 
Creating an argument

driven, whole
text response.  

In depth analysis
of key sections with
a focus on language

analysis and
authorial intent.

Making connections:
Analysis of non-fiction

sources linked by theme
to the novel.

Analysis of language,
structure and

authorial intent.
Development of
plot, character

and theme.

Social and
historical
context.

Creative writing:
Developing our own

authorial intent.
Essay writing skills:

Developing analysis of
methods to explore

authorial intent.

Detailed analysis
of language,
structure and

authorial intent,
including

comparison.

Writing for a
range of

audiences
and purposes.

Refining and
developing

essay writing
skills.

Interweaving of language and literature skills
through poetry, prose, Shakespeare and
non-fiction sources written by black writers
or from a black person’s perspective.

Introduction to GCSE LANGUAGE PAPER 2
through the analysis of a range of
non-fiction extracts linked by the

theme of conflict.

Non-fiction writing:
Articles, letters,

leaflets, speeches.

Non-fiction study
based on sources
written in 1912

and 1945.

Essay writing
skills.

Extract analysis 
and essay writing. 

Descriptive writing
with a focus on

figurative devices
and vocabulary.

Non-fiction writing
with a focus on
structure and

technical accuracy
Extract analysis 

and essay
writing.

Social and 
historical
context.

Narrative writing
with a focus on

structural
devices and 

technical
accuracy.

Introduction to 
the power POETRY

from the
anthology.

An introduction to GCSE LANGUAGE PAPER 1
through the analysis  of a range of fiction

extracts linked by the theme of
dystopian power.

Social and
historical
context.

Development
of plot, character

and theme.

Non-fiction
writing

using a range
of rhetorical

devices.

Development
of plot, character

and theme.

Analysis of a range of
political speeches - exploring

devices, structure,
comparing sources.

Consideration of
the writer’s viewpoint

and methods.

Non-fiction writing:
Persuasive speeches,
using devices and
creating a strong voice.

Development of plot,
character and theme.

Social and 
historical
context.

Analysis of modern
non-fiction sources,

including skills 
of comparison.

Analysis of a range
of different poems
written by poets
from other cultures. 

Extract analysis based
on character. Developing

responses through
language analysis.

Non-fiction writing:
Crafting writing using
rhetorical devices.

Non-fiction writing:
Persuasive devices
and writing to give 

a viewpoint.

Explicit work on
punctuation,
grammar and

vocabulary.
Creative writing:
Using poetry as a

stimulus for
creative
writing.

Essay writing:
Developing skills

of comparison.
Context – the origins

of language and
storytelling

through time.

Decoding
language and

deducing
meaning.

Essay writing 
The presentation of

relationships in
Romeo & Juliet.

Detailed analysis
of key scenes.

Creative writing: 
Using conventions
of myths legends

and fables.

Developing
responses
through

language
 analysis.

Context – Patriarchal
society and the

treatment of
women.

Development of
plot, character,

theme.


